Zordan: the most exclusive Italian craftsmanship in wood, in the service of Beauty.
Founded in 1965 by Attilio Zordan as a technical joinery company, the Zordan Group
developed apace in the eighties and nineties, creating fittings of the highest quality and
becoming a supplier of displays for trade fairs to the Marzotto Group. Since 2000, thanks to
highly efficient management of the quality and the production processes, it has become a
leading player in the production of fittings for the mono-brand stores of renowned luxury
brands in Italy and abroad.
In 2008, when the baton passed to the three children, Maurizio, Marta and Alfredo Zordan,
the company launched a process of internal managerial development that has enabled it to
grow significantly in international markets (+235% from 2008 to the present), becoming the
approved supplier of the most important names in luxury, such as Bulgari, Ferragamo, Tumi,
Van Cleef & Arpels. It now attains continuous growth of around 20% a year.
Currently, Zordan operates on the market with two brands: Zordan Mono-Brand Shopfitting,
the division that creates luxury mono-brand stores throughout the world and produces 80%
of Zordan’s turnover (of which only 5% is in Italy), and Zordan Tailor-Made Interiors (20% of
the turnover) offering clients sophisticated, made-to-measure interiors, according to the
tastes and wishes of each individual client.
A solid company that has made quality, expertise, production efficiency and great attention
to personal relations the watchwords of its continuous success, Zordan's mission is to create
environments inspired by Beauty, fashioning unique items in wood with passion and
painstaking care over the details. The furnishings take form thanks to the synergy between
the team of internal Project Managers and a tried and tested network of reliable craftsman
who share Zordan’s passion for Beauty.
The added value of its productions lies not only in its much sought-after, tailor-made
furnishings but in the excellence of the service offered.

